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Enterprise Risk Management Solution

Automate Tedious Workflows  
and Save Time

Eliminate manual tasks and keep risk owners on track 
with automated assessment workflows, reminders, and 
notifications. Get started quickly with pre-configured risk 
scoring and guidance to assess inherent and residual risk 
ratings, then instantly create and assign mitigations as  
issues arise. 

Adapt and Scale Your Risk 
Management Program

Risk Cloud is easy to configure and adapt to your changing 
business needs. Its modern platform architecture is powered 
by a graph database, which means you can dynamically 
connect risks and controls to business units and risk owners 
without sacrificing reporting speed or program flexibility. 

Engage Stakeholders With  
Customized Reports and Dashboards 

Guide strategic decisions and keep stakeholders engaged 
with pre-built reports and dashboards inside Risk Cloud. The 
Enterprise Risk Management Solution includes a variety of 
data visualizations with ready-to-use table, line, bar, donut, 
scatter, and heatmap charts to help you track and share risk 
status, score, mitigation stage, and more.

Get Visibility Into Every 
Enterprise Risk from  
One Connected Platform

Quickly assess and take action on the biggest threats 
facing your organization with a connected view of risks 
and controls. From automations and integrations to 
dashboards and analytics, Risk Cloud®’s Enterprise Risk 
Management Solution includes everything you need 
to assess, communicate, and strategically mitigate 
enterprise risk. 

Align to COSO Framework

Keep your strategic business objectives on track with 
risk impact assessment guidance from the Committee of 
Sponsoring Organizations (COSO). Risk Cloud’s Enterprise 
Risk Management: COSO Application includes pre-configured 
risk impact, likelihood, velocity, and vulnerability scoring 
guidance to help you assess inherent and residual risk. Risk 
assessments and risk responses are fully automated to save 
time and help scale your program as your business grows. 

Quantify the Financial Impact  
of Enterprise Risk

Risk Cloud Quantify™ enhances traditional quantification 
techniques with Monte Carlo simulations to bring financial 
context to risk decisions. Communicate the business impact 
of enterprise risk in financial terms to strengthen stakeholder 
understanding and support for your programs. 

https://www.logicgate.com/platform/risk-cloud-quantify/
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Your Solution to  
Enterprise Risk Management

Connect, automate, and scale your risk management program with  
Risk Cloud’s Enterprise Risk Management Solution. 

Enterprise Risk 
Management Application

Go Beyond the Point Solution  
With Risk Cloud

When you purchase our Enterprise Risk  
Management Solution, you unlock powerful,  
platform-wide capabilities like:

• Connected risk and control repositories 
• Out-of-the-box reporting across every risk function
• Cross-Application notifications, workflows,  

and calculations
• Role-based access controls and custom  

home screens

Get up and running quickly with the Enterprise Risk 
Management Application or select Enterprise Risk 
Management: COSO for framework-driven guidance.

Quickly build a centralized risk repository with  
pre-defined risk records organized by industry, 
risk group, and type.

Add business context to risk reporting by 
translating enterprise risk into financial impact.

Get the licenses, implementation services, and 
training you need to get value quickly and mature 
your risk management program. 
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